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3.1 Regular Expressions:  

                 The language accepted by finite automata are easily described by simple expressions called  

                      regular  expressions.  

                 The regular expression is the most effective way to represent any language.  

Problems: 

1) Write the regular expression for the language accepting all combinations of  a’s over the set ∑={a} 

            

 

    

   2) Write the regular expression for the language accepting all combinations of  a’s except the null string over 

the set ∑={a} 

 

 

 



3) Design the regular expression for the language accepting all the strings containing any number of   a’s 

and b’s over the set ∑={a,b} 

 

3.2 Applications of Regular Expression: 

1. Text editors : Text editors are some programs which are used for processing the text. For example UNIX text  

editor uses the regular expression for substituting the strings, such as 

    $/bbb*/b/                          

          substitutes a single blank for the first string of two or more blanks found in a given line. 

2. Lexical Analyzers: Compiler uses a lexical analyzer to scan the input program and separate out the tokens.  

For example, Identifier is a category of token in the source language and it can be identified by a regular 

expression as shown below. 

              (letter)(letter+digit)*    where letter={A,B,…,Z,a,b,…z} and digit ={0,1,…,9} 

If anything in the source language matches with this regular expression then it is recognized as an identifier. 

 

3.3  Connection between Regular Expressions and Regular Languages: 

Regular Language: 

 The language accepted by some regular expression   is known as a regular language- 

.    

For every regular language there is a regular expression, and for every regular expression there is a regular 

language 

 

If r  and s  are two regular expressions denoting the Languages L1 and L2 respectively ,then 

                    r+s is equivalent to L1 Ư L2 i.e union. 

                    r.s is equivalent to L1 .L2 i.e  concatenation. 

                    r* is equivalent to L1* i.e closure. 

Thoerm: 

Let r be a regular expression,then there exists a NFA accepts the L(r),consequently L(r) is a regular Language. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Problems: 

 

1) ,     Construct NFA for the Regular Expression b+ba*. 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2) Construct NFA with € moves for the regular expression (0+1)*. 

 

Solution: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3.4 Regular Grammars : 

 

A regular grammar is defined as       G = (V, T, P, S) where 

V is set of symbols called non terminals  

T is a set of symbols called terminals. 

P is a set of production rules. 

S is a start symbol  

The production rules P are of the form. 

                 

Where A and B are non-terminal symbols and a is terminal symbol. 



 

 

Right-Linear and Left-Linear Grammar: 

 

3.4.1 Right-Linear Grammar: 

 

          If the non terminal symbol appears as a rightmost symbol in each production of regular grammar then it is 

called right linear grammar.  

 

          

The right linear grammar is of following form 

 

                   

                  

 

Where A and B are non-terminal symbols and a is a terminal symbol. 

 

 

 

 



3.4.2 Left-Linear Grammar: 

 

       If the non terminal symbol appears as a left most symbol in each production of regular grammar then it 

is called left linear grammar.  

 

The left- linear grammar is of following form: 

 

                          

Where A and B are non-terminal symbols and a is a terminal symbol. 

 

                   A Regular Grammar is one that is either Right-linear or left-linear Grammar. 

 

 



 

 

3.4.3 Regular Grammar and Finite Automata: 

 

 

 

 

1) Construct Regular Grammar for given Finite Automata. 

 

                                       



Solution: 

 

                                           

 

2) Construct Regular Grammar for the diagram as given below 

             

 


